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Abstract

INTRODUCTION—Direct Primary Care (DPC) is a relatively new primary care practice model 

in which patients receive unlimited access to a defined set of primary care services in exchange 

for a monthly practice-specific membership fee. DPC is a bottom-up physician-driven approach 

in contrast to typical top-down insurer-centric healthcare delivery reform efforts. The degree to 

which physicians are aware of this practice model and whether they believe it addresses two key 

challenges facing primary care, access and administrative burden, are unclear.

METHODS—An online survey was distributed in July 2017 to 672 members of a research 

marketing sample of the American Academy of Family Physicians (n=225; response rate 33%). 

Based on AAFP definitions, the survey consisted of both open- and close-ended questions that 

gauged family physicians’ awareness of DPC, as well as their perceptions about the model.

RESULTS—Most respondents (85%) had heard of DPC and 8% practised in a DPC model at 

the time of the survey. In general, respondents reported that DPC can offer positive outcomes 

through lower administrative burden for physicians, improved doctor–patient relationships, and 

better access. Respondents also suggested DPC may result in improved patient health outcomes 

and lower overall healthcare spending. Respondents’ concerns included inappropriateness of the 

model for vulnerable populations and physician shortages. Survey responses differed depending on 

whether the respondent practised in a DPC model. DPC physicians had a more favorable view of 

the model and were focused on benefits to patients rather than benefits to physicians.

CONCLUSIONS—Any changes to practice models will require a better understanding of clear 

definitions of practice models. Further education is required about the specific benefits to 

vulnerable patients and practice standards. As the perceptions of DPC vary by practice experience, 

DPC physicians appear to be strong potential advocates of the model.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite widespread agreement that the availability of robust primary care is critical to the 

health of patients and the performance of the healthcare system overall1–3, primary care 

faces several difficult challenges, including lack of adequate access for many patients4–6, 

and high levels of administrative burden leading to both physician burnout and career 

dissatisfaction7–12. While alternative models of primary care delivery, such as Direct 

Primary Care (DPC), offer the potential to mitigate these challenges, less is known about 

physicians’ knowledge and perspectives on the relevance of new approaches to care. 

Accordingly, this study uses a sample of family physicians to explore their understanding 

and interest in adopting a DPC approach and how it varies by their current practice model.

DPC is a primary care delivery model characterized by enhanced access to care13; DPC 

patient panels are roughly one-third to one-fourth the size of typical PCP patient panels 

and DPC physicians spend a smaller portion of their time on administrative tasks14,15. In 

a policy statement supporting DPC in December 2017, the American Academy of Family 

Physicians (AAFP) found DPC to be consistent with the Academy’s advocacy to protect 

and enhance ‘the intrinsic power of the relationship between a patient and his/her family 

physician to improve health outcomes and lower overall healthcare costs’. A body of 

literature connects various aspects of the doctor–patient relationship and trust with patient 

health outcomes such as use of preventive services, treatment adherence, reduced ED 

visits and hospitalizations, and lower expenditures16–19. The DPC model appears to show 

considerable growth over the past several years; while there is no official registry of DPC 

practices, an unofficial source showed 125 practices in 2014, 620 in 2017 and over 1500 in 

202120,21.

Several articles and commentaries suggest that DPC practices have benefits specific to 

physicians, as well as to patients. For example, emerging research shows the potential for 

improved physician satisfaction through patient engagement and shared decision making, 

increased time to develop personal relationships and improvement in the quality of 

care22–25. Additionally, DPC models have the potential to reduce administrative burden 

for physicians. DPC is a decentralized, physician-driven model of primary care delivery 

compared to other more common delivery reform efforts that tend to be more centralized 

and bureaucratic. For example, delivery reform efforts such as patient-centered medical 

homes and accountable care organizations are characterized by guidelines and oversight, 

which may serve patients, but may also be associated with high administrative burden 

among physicians due to their numerous documentation and reporting requirements8,9,26. In 

contrast, there is no national DPC organization to define requirements or practice rules, and 

there are no documentation or reporting requirements associated with the DPC model, which 
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may reduce physician administrative burden but may also have implications for practice 

standards.

This study gauges the awareness of DPC among a sample of family physicians. Specifically, 

the objective is to understand whether physicians are aware of DPC and if they view DPC as 

a model with potential benefits. We explore physician perceptions of DPC patient care and 

their understanding of the model. Next, we aim to understand physician perceptions about 

the model’s potential to increase professional satisfaction. Finally, we compare responses 

by the respondent’s practice model (DPC compared to non-DPC) to describe characteristics 

germane to both groups.

There remains limited visibility of the DPC model and it is unclear how physicians 

understand or interpret the potential advantages or challenges associated with this approach. 

Physician perspectives about DPC are important for several reasons. First, physician-level 

knowledge about the structure and definitions of a DPC model will provide information 

about whether physicians accurately understand the model. Second, if uptake and/or 

modifications to the DPC model are to increase, it remains important to understand how 

family medicine physicians perceive advantages and disadvantages of the model. Questions 

about whether physicians perceive that DPC might improve career satisfaction or improve 

patient access to primary care present an opportunity to assess the potential future growth 

of the DPC model in the US. Third, research consistently shows that administrative burden 

(leading to physician burnout and career dissatisfaction) and lack of adequate access to 

primary care for vulnerable patients remain key problems in primary care4–12. Identifying 

the differences in perceptions among DPC compared to non-DPC physicians will highlight 

whether those currently in the model exhibit more or less favorable perceptions of a DPC 

approach.

METHODS

We developed a survey that was distributed online by the American Academy of Family 

Physicians (AAFP) during the week of 17 July 2017. Participants were self-selected through 

their participation in the Member Insight Exchange (MIE), the marketing research online 

community of the AAFP, which had a total of 672 members. The sampling frame included 

all MIE members. Results of MIE surveys, while not fully generalizable, provide a snapshot 

of views and practice patterns of AAFP members27,28. The Institutional Review Board of the 

University of Kansas Medical Center determined the study is exempt from human subject 

protection review.

Most survey questions had a small number of fixed responses and respondents had an 

opportunity to submit written responses to open-ended questions. Items elicited physicians’ 

perceptions about: 1) patients’ understanding of DPC, 2) the financial sustainability of DPC 

practice, 3) patient health outcomes in DPC, and 4) quality of care in DPC. Respondents 

were first asked whether they have heard of the DPC model and whether they currently 

practise in this model; they were then asked to choose the best definition of DPC from 

a short list in which generally accepted definitions of DPC, patient centered medical homes 

(PCMHs), and other primary care delivery models, were provided as options.
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Second, we used an AAFP-endorsed definition to assess knowledge and beliefs about the 

DPC model. AAFP defines DPC as a model in which physicians do not accept payments 

from insurance companies or other third-party payers, but rather, patients pay a monthly 

membership fee ranging from $50 to $150 for a defined set of primary care services for 

no extra charge, and low-cost prescriptions and other services13. Survey respondents were 

asked to indicate their agreement on a Likert-type scale with each of several statements about 

the model: Statement #1 – patient confusion; Statement #2 – not financially sustainable; 

Statement #3 – increases physician shortage; Statement #4 – only benefits healthy and 

wealthy; Statement #5 – lack of health improvement; Statement #6 – low quality. Statements 

were worded negatively with agreement indicating negative perceptions of DPC. See Figure 

1 for complete text of the statements.

Next, respondents were asked to rank the top three benefits of the model, selecting from 

a list of five choices. Respondents could select ‘Other’ and enter a written response. The 

topics included administrative burden, time with patients, spending on downstream care, and 

physician responsiveness to patient needs and preferences.

Results were summarized and compared by practice model (DPC or not), using the Mann

Whitney U test. Complete case analysis was performed. Fifteen surveys with missing data 

on either the outcome or the belief statements were excluded.

RESULTS

There were 225 complete responses to this survey for a response rate of 33%. Respondents 

were similar to AAFP membership by sex, years since completed residency, and practice 

ownership model. Table 1 represents distributions of survey respondents, MIE members, and 

AAFP members, however, variables of interest to this study are not available in the broader 

data.

Most respondents (85%) were familiar with DPC, with 8% of the sample reporting practising 

in a DPC model; a majority (79%) selected the AAFP-endorsed definition of DPC, 13% 

responded ‘Don’t know’ and 8% selected a definition that aligns with PCMH rather than 

DPC.

Respondents indicated agreement with statements that DPC has benefits for patients. For 

example, a minority expressed concern about quality in DPC, with 29 (13%) perceiving that 

DPC practice will result in quality problems such as over-treatment and under-treatment. 

Similarly, 43 (19%) perceived that DPC patients will not experience improved health 

outcomes. There was, however, concern about the applicability of DPC to all patients. While 

the survey did not directly address low-income or vulnerable patients, two respondents 

expressed this concern in the open-ended responses. One physician stated: ‘This model may 

leave undue burden on patients and it risks losing the primary care safety net for the very 

poor and underserved’.

For all statements included in Figure 1, agreement was greater among non-DPC than DPC 

family physicians. For four of the six belief statements, the difference in responses by 

the physician’s current practice model was statistically significant. Compared to non-DPC 
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physicians, DPC physicians were less concerned about the primary care physician shortage 

(p=0.013), less concerned about the potential for over-treatment and under-treatment in DPC 

(p=0.039), more certain that DPC benefits more than just healthy and wealthy patients 

(p=0.038), and more certain that DPC will lead to improved patient health outcomes 

(p=0.028).

Figure 2 presents the respondent rankings of the top-three most important benefits of 

DPC. Overall, respondents ranked the most important benefits about DPC as: 1) lower 

administrative burden, 2) improved patient health outcomes, and 3) lower healthcare 

expenditures. Forty-eight percent of respondents selected lower administrative burden as 

the most important benefit and 84% selected it as one of the top-three benefits of DPC.

Increased time with patients to improve the doctor–patient relationship and to educate the 

patient and get to the root of problems was selected by 68 respondents (30%) as the 

most important benefit and by 189 (84%) as one of the top-three benefits of DPC. Better 

availability of care, which prevents overuse of downstream services, was only selected as the 

most important benefit by 18 respondents (8%), while 133 (59%) selected it as one of the 

top benefits.

Rankings were statistically significant by practice model. Lower administrative burden was 

selected as the most important benefit by half (51%) of non-DPC physicians, but only 18% 

of DPC physicians (p=0.001). Nearly 25% of DPC physicians selected better availability 

of care as the most important benefit of DPC; 6% of non-DPC physicians made the same 

selection (p=0.008). The three other benefits were not significantly different by practice 

model.

DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to compare familiarity and perceived benefits of a DPC model by 

DPC and non-DPC family practitioners to understand the potential for physician satisfaction 

and future model adoption. This is the first survey to our knowledge that assessed family 

physicians’ views about Direct Primary Care informed by whether they practised in the 

model. Several commentaries and opinion pieces have been published on DPC29–31 but 

no studies have distinguished between perspectives held by those practising and those not 

practising in a DPC model. In previous work, DPC either was not included in physician 

surveys, or was reported only in combination with other alternative payment models, which 

obscured model-specific physician views of DPC32. The variation in perspectives may be 

relevant to how broadly suitable DPC is for various physicians and patient populations, and 

thus its growth potential and its applicability in various settings24,28. By highlighting these 

differences, we aimed to understand the extent to which DPC models are understood and 

its perceived benefits to physicians and patients. Overall, we found that family medicine 

physicians who responded to this survey share a relatively high level of familiarity with 

DPC, with 85% of respondents having heard of the model and 79% correctly identifying 

the overall goal of the model. Beginning with this highly knowledgeable group, we 

demonstrated fairly consistent perceptions of the benefits but with a few key distinctions 

by whether or not they practised in a DPC model.
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First, we found that family physicians broadly agreed that DPC has the potential to improve 

patient health outcomes. More time with patients, improving the doctor–patient relationship 

and getting to the root of problems were tied as the most significant benefit of the model, 

while the statement that patient health outcomes would not improve in DPC received 

high disagreement. This finding supports studies that show a positive association between 

improved doctor–patient relationships and improved patient health outcomes16,17,19.

Second, we found that family physicians generally agreed that administrative burden is 

less in a DPC model, which could improve physician satisfaction. Improved physician 

satisfaction due to lower administrative burden and less paperwork was tied as the most 

significant benefit of the model. This finding supports other studies that have linked 

physician burnout and dissatisfaction to high levels of administrative burden7–12.

Third, family medicine physicians reported that DPC is beneficial for both patients and 

physicians; this, along with limited concerns about physician shortages and access for 

vulnerable patients, may suggest potential success of bottom-up physician-driven models 

more generally. In particular, respondents did not perceive that patient outcomes or quality 

would likely suffer without the additional documentation and reporting tasks that are 

required by typical top-down centralized healthcare delivery reform initiatives. Respondents 

expressed high disagreement to the statement that DPC will result in low quality such 

as over-treatment or under-treatment. As such, meaningful performance measurement is 

difficult in primary care due to its complexity and uncertainty. More than a third of health 

concerns initially encountered in primary care do not lead to a diagnosis, and about half 

are unlikely to result in a definite diagnosis that would trigger a standard care pathway33. 

Complex interactions and interdependencies emerge in primary care due to the unique 

clinical concerns, decisions, and personal circumstances34. Typical performance measures 

often fail to address the breadth and depth of comprehensive primary care delivery; simply 

measuring individual elements of care is an inadequate reflection of the value of primary 

care35.

Finally, this study adds to the literature by showing significant variation in the perspectives 

of family medicine physicians who practise in an insurance-based model and those who 

practise in a DPC model. DPC physicians are likely to be highly select in this sample, with 

both experience and perceptions of the model. DPC physicians expressed more disagreement 

with all of the statements, and the differences were statistically significant for four of the 

six statements. As all statements were negatively worded, this suggests that DPC physicians 

were more confident and supportive of the DPC model than their non-DPC colleagues. In 

addition, the finding that DPC physicians were much less focused on the perceived benefit 

of reduced administrative burden than the non-DPC family physicians may indicate that 

administrative burden is less a part of their day-to-day practice of medicine than it is for 

non-DPC physicians.

Limitations

The study has several limitations. Namely, the survey respondents are likely to be a highly 

select group. While we found very similar demographic profiles to the overall membership, 

the results may not be generalizable to all family physicians or to the AAFP membership. 
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AAFP’s Member Insight Exchange is a marketing platform in which respondents self-select 

to receive surveys and may choose to answer or ignore any survey provided; these results 

are likely not representative of overall family physicians’ views of DPC. Physicians who 

are familiar with DPC or who have a strong opinion about DPC may have been more 

likely to respond to the survey than physicians who are unfamiliar with the model or who 

have not yet formed an opinion. For example, these results differ from results of AAFP’s 

2017 Practice Profile Survey, which showed that one-third of family physicians (33%) were 

unfamiliar with the DPC model, a small portion (3%) practised in a DPC model, and a 

small portion (1%) were in the process of transitioning their practice to a DPC model28. 

Given the limited scope of this survey and that it was available to a small subset of AAFP 

members, further research is needed to gauge family physician views of DPC more broadly 

and to improve the generalizability of these findings and to determine how perceptions have 

changed over time. However, this study offers insights beyond generalizability.

First, it allows us to understand perceptions from a group that both understands the model 

and has ostensibly strong feelings (both positive and negative) about the model. While the 

study is not comprehensive, these respondents are potentially the individuals more likely to 

propose or resist a move to a DPC model.

Second, this study was focused on the primary perceived benefits of a DPC model. Clearly, 

there are also strong challenges associated with this model that need to be addressed 

in future studies. Additionally, our list of benefits was not comprehensive, but rather, 

was consistent with previous literature’s suggested benefits3,16,18. By focusing on these 

perceptions, we determined what areas and topics are agreed to by both DPC and non-DPC 

physicians.

This study revealed variation in perspectives about DPC between family physicians who 

practise in a DPC model and those who do not. While the survey does not allow us to 

determine why perspectives differ by practice model, there are several possible explanations. 

Non-DPC physicians may have limited familiarity with how DPC works in practice, 

and their lack of familiarity may cause them to be cautious about the model’s benefits. 

Conversely, DPC physicians and particularly those who responded to the survey were more 

likely to advocate the benefits of the model. Both perspectives should be approached with 

caution. Also, it is possible that the patient panels of non-DPC physicians are different 

from those of DPC physicians in ways that would affect the perceived success of the model 

for those physicians. Observed differences in responses may only reflect differences in 

perceptions and may not be indicative of how care is objectively delivered in a DPC model 

compared to a traditional delivery model. It is also possible that variations in physician 

perspectives by model reflect real differences in patient outcomes and physician satisfaction 

due to the model. Additional studies are needed to test these hypotheses.

CONCLUSIONS

This research suggests that any consideration of a change towards a new practice model will 

require both additional empirical evidence and physician education. Even while the AAFP 

continues to educate on DPC, nearly 20% of the sampled members remained unclear of the 
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specifics of the model. Additional research should consider if understanding has improved 

in the past few years, especially among a more general population of physicians. While 

the demonstrated benefits of a DPC model require more empirical evidence, the lack of 

consistent perceptions across family physicians may present a challenge for managers who 

are exploring alternatives or seeking physician buy-in to new practice models.

Any movement towards a DPC approach will require additional outreach to practice-partners 

to explicitly identify how DPC models will not marginalize patients. Any further education 

will require a clear distinction from ‘concierge medicine’ and to clarify how the model 

addresses physician caseloads. Respondents highlighted key potential shortcomings of the 

DPC approach, namely identifying physician shortages and access for vulnerable patients. 

Yet, respondents remained flexible and open to the benefits of DPC especially related 

to patient concerns. In general, results indicated that a select group of DPC-educated 

family physicians perceived the potential to offer better working conditions, more time with 

patients, deeper doctor–patient relationships, and ultimately higher quality of treatment.

Non-DPC physicians appear to be more skeptical of the DPC approach. In part, this may be 

due to less information or because DPC physicians are more likely to confirm their choices 

and biases. Nonetheless, any attempts to transition practices will require education of non

DPC physicians about specific benefits to both patients and physicians. DPC physicians 

appear to be strong potential advocates for quality of care in the DPC model. Compared 

to non-DPC physicians, views of family physicians practising in a DPC model were found 

to differ in several areas. DPC physicians exhibited higher disagreement with statements 

that DPC only benefits the healthy and wealthy, it will worsen the PCP shortage, it will 

not lead to improved patient health outcomes, and quality will be poor. Additionally, DPC 

physicians focused more on perceived benefit to patients (enhanced access to primary care, 

resulting in improved patient health outcomes) while non-DPC physicians focused more 

on perceived benefits to physicians (less administrative burden and insurance paperwork, 

improved physician satisfaction).

These results are important initial findings about the perceptions of DPC as it continues 

to grow as a model of primary care delivery20,21. Future research will better determine 

whether DPC delivers the kinds of benefits that are integral to address access, cost and 

workforce-related problems facing primary care and family medicine today. While more 

research is required to empirically determine whether DPC is a successful model, our results 

highlight the potential obstacles of physician understandings, particularly by current practice 

experiences, in openness to new practice models. Different perspectives by practice model 

indicate a need for a more comprehensive and cohesive understanding of the potential 

benefits and shortcoming of various alternative practice approaches for family physicians. 

Additionally, practice decision-makers will need to recognize the sensitivities and biases 

associated with various physician perceptions and understandings of practice models. Taken 

together, primary care practice and delivery can likely benefit from broader knowledge 

of practice approaches among physicians to face ongoing and considerable healthcare 

challenges36.
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Figure 1. Level of agreement with statements about direct primary care by practice model
Likert values: 1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Disagree, 5 = Strongly 

Disagree. Statement #1: In a DPC model, patients may not understand that they still need 

insurance to cover services that the DPC physician does not provide, such as specialists 

and hospitalizations (p=0.213). Statement #2: Financial sustainability for DPC physicians 

is not assured (p=0.056). Statement #3: The fact that DPC patient panels are smaller will 

worsen the primary care physician shortage (p=0.013). Statement #4: The DPC model 

only benefits healthy and wealthy patients (p=0.038). Statement #5: Unlimited access to 

primary care through a DPC model is not likely to lead to improved health outcomes 

for patients (p=0.028). Statement #6: Lack of control over how DPC physicians practise 

and what treatments they suggest is likely to result in low quality such as over-treatment 

or under-treatment (p=0.039). Statistical significance at the 5% level determined by the 

Mann-Whitney U test. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 2. Ranking of DPC benefits by practice model
Benefit #1: Removing the administrative burden of insurance paperwork and pre-approvals 

will improve physician satisfaction and reduce practice overhead, as fewer administrative 

employees will be needed (p=0.001). Benefit #2: Smaller patient panels will enable the 

physician to spend more time with each patient improving the doctor-patient relationship, 

educating the patient, and getting to the root of problems (p=0.197). Benefit #3: Smaller 

patient panels enable the physician to be available to patients when and how it is convenient 

for them. This promotes the use of primary care and is likely to catch problems before 

they become more serious and prevent over-use of urgent care, emergency departments, 

specialists, and hospital services (p=0.008). Benefit #4: By removing primary care from 

the insurance system (which will lower insurance premiums) and improving the health 

of patients, DPC is likely to move us towards the Quadruple Aim of enhancing patient 

experience, improving population health, reducing healthcare spending, and improving the 

work life of healthcare providers (p=0.816). Benefit #5: Since the physician works directly 

for the patient, they must be responsive to patient needs and preferences as patients are free 

to end their DPC membership at any time (p=0.391). Statistical significance at the 5% level 

determined by the Mann-Whitney U test.
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Table 1.

Characteristics of survey respondents, member insight exchange and AAFP active members (2017 AAFP data)

Characteristics AAFP Member insight exchange Survey respondents

% % %

Sex

Male 58 50 55

Female 42 50 45

Years since completed residency

≤7 25 32 21

8–14 22 23 22

15–21 21 27 21

≥22 32 19 37

Ownership model

Sole owner 13 13 11

Partial owner 17 14 12

100% employed 66 69 74

Not applicable/not in clinical practice 3 3 2

Member count 68300 672 225

No variables are significantly different between AAFP members and survey respondents.
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